Identification of Time-Varying Cortico-cortical and Cortico-Muscular Coherence during Motor Tasks with Multivariate Autoregressive Models.
Neural populations coordinate at fast subsecond time-scales during rest and task execution. As a result, functional brain connectivity assessed with different neuroimaging modalities (EEG, MEG, fMRI) may also change over different time scales. In addition to the more commonly used sliding window techniques, the General Linear Kalman Filter (GLFK) approach has been proposed to estimate time-varying brain connectivity. In the present work, we propose a modification of the GLFK approach to model timevarying connectivity. We also propose a systematic method to select the hyper-parameters of the model. We evaluate the performance of the method using MEG and EMG data collected from 12 young subjects performing two motor tasks (unimanual and bimanual hand grips), by quantifying time-varying cortico-cortical and corticomuscular coherence (CCC and CMC). The CMC results revealed patterns in accordance with earlier findings, as well as an improvement in both time and frequency resolution compared to sliding window approaches. These results suggest that the proposed methodology is able to unveil accurate time-varying connectivity patterns with an excellent time resolution.